Level:

My MEP Projects: Y9

Y9 Project: Wolves
Name: ____________________

Ask anyone about animals and China and they are sure to talk about

pandas and the zodiac animals. But there’s an animal that has roamed
the wilder parts of China since the dawn of time and entered its

language and folklore: The Wolf. In this project you’ll encounter the
Chinese wolf. Don’t be afraid…..

Go for it!

Task 1: Word Play
The Chinese word for wolf is 狼 láng. Notice how similar it is to the character 狠
hěn meaning ‘fierce’; in fact there is only one stroke difference. Both have the animal
radical ⺨ which was probably one of the first radicals you encountered when you
started Chinese and learnt words like 狗 and 猫.

Task 1a
Remember not to confuse the ‘animal’ radical

with the ‘hand’ radical

…check

on your dictionary app that you’re writing both those radicals correctly. Fill in the
correct stroke order and direction of strokes here (mark the direction with an arrow).
First stroke
‘animal’ radical
‘hand’ radical

Second Stroke

Third Stroke

If someone who did not know Chinese asked you why it is important to follow correct
stroke order, what would you tell them?
Correct stroke order is important because__________________________________.

Task 1b
Lots of names of animals have the animal radical. Find 14 in this wordsearch, then
look up the meaning and the pinyin of those characters and fill in the table below
(one has been done for you)

猴 卢 秦 杨 孟 扣 苏 獭 丘 刘
明 李 马 狐 林 扭 利 陈 蓝 孔
张 金 猿 赵 拫 侯 猪 韩 黄 狸
狈 抱 阮 管 周 方 杜 习 徐 燕
谢 杨 梅 英 狨 沈 杨 宋 张 提
闻 狮 推 叶 王 鱼 熊 犸 楚 王
猬 挡 齐 年 和 豹 冷 周 江 左
桂 姚 猩 古 陈 捅 罗 庄 邓 獚
张 贾 王 挣 魏 陶 刘 狳 苗 李

Character

狮

pin yin

shī

English

Character

lion
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pin yin

English

Task 1c
Here are two frequently used characters with the ‘animal’ radical that are not the
names of animals. You may already know them. Write the meaning in the table
English meaning

独 dú
猜 cāi
Task 1d Measure words
If you are talking about wolves in Chinese, you can use the measure word 只 zhī
as for small animals, or the measure word 头 tóu as for larger animals like cows.
You can also use the measure word 条 tiáo which is used for ‘wriggly’ things like
snakes and dragons and roads. Do you think that’s a good measure word for
wolves? If so, why?
Yes/No, because ___________________________________________________.
Using any of these three measure words write the following in Chinese characters:
2 wolves
5 wolves
100 wolves

Task 1e Ancient script
You may already know the website below where you can type in a Chinese character
to find out the different ways that character was written on oracle bones and bronzes
many centuries ago. Look up three of the characters with the ‘animal’ radical from
the tasks above to see what they looked like in very early script. Choose your
favourite version of that character and copy the old form. One has been done as an
example.
https://hanziyuan.net
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Character and Meaning

What it looked like in ancient script

猫 cat

Which is your favourite or the one you find most interesting? Give your reason:
___________________________________________________________________

Task 2: The Wolf in China and its Culture
China has a diverse fauna and many areas of wilderness where wolves still roam
and their howling can be heard at night. Here is your chance to research the topic of
wolves in China. Find the answers to the following questions:
1. There are two species of wolf native to China, what are they?
2. In which parts of China are these species found? Identify those places on the
map below by shading them in a darker colour.
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3. Wolves appear in folklore and stories from many parts of the world and they
are often important symbols, for example of courage or evil. Do some
research about wolves in Chinese folklore or stories. Write down five things
you find most interesting from your research:

4. Here are two Chinese idioms (four character phrases or 成语 chéng yǔ)
which include wolves. Look them up in a dictionary and write the meaning of
the phrase in the table below:
Idiom

狼心狗肺

English meaning
láng xīn gǒu fèi

狼贪虎视 láng tān hǔ shì

5. If you are shopping for a calligraphy brush in China, you may be told that the
best brushes are ‘wolf hair’. Wolf hair would be too stiff for a brush, so why
the mistranslation? What are they really made of? Go to this website to find
the answer and write it below:
http://www.art-virtue.com/principles/p1-brush.htm
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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6. Here’s an interesting wolf legend from Mongolia:

A Wolf legend from Mongolia
When the animals were created, God explained to each animal what they were allowed to eat.
God told the wolf that it may eat one sheep out of 1,000. The wolf misunderstood and thought
that God had told it to kill 1,000 sheep and only eat one.

What do you think this story shows about what people in Mongolia think about
wolves?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Task 3: A strange friendship:
Everyone knows that wolves hang out in packs.
But in a zoo in Wuhan, one wolf didn’t get on with
other wolves and instead found an unlikely friend.
Listen to and read this article from the website The
Chairman’s Bao. Click on the link below and take
the following steps to ensure that you get the most
out of this important learning resource.
Tick each step as you complete it on the table below. Remember, repetition,
repetition, repetition is a key trick for successful language learners. You’ll listen to
the short audio five times (don’t worry it’s only one minute long!) but don’t skimp on
it!
Insert TCB link here: Wolf and Dog Live Together in Zoo in Wuhan
Tick each step as you complete it:

Tasks

✓

Listen to the audio without looking at the text. Jot
down in pinyin any words you recognize in the
scroll opposite.
Listen to the audio again while reading the text
Listen to it again while reading the text
Hover your mouse over the words you don’t
know, the website will give you the translation
Listen to it again while reading the text

Words I recognized

Click on the small green scholar’s hat at the top
left hand corner of the picture. This will take you
to some matching and missing word exercises.
Do these exercises.
Choose five Chinese characters that are new to
you in this article. Click on each character. This
will take you to the Stroke Order and Writing Tool.
Use this to check and practice stroke order for
those characters.
Listen to the audio one more time without
reading the text. Enjoy how much better you
understand it now!
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Task 4: Wolves in Books and Movies
Wolves have always fascinated writers and story tellers. In addition to ancient
stories and legends, modern authors from around the world have written novels
about them. Chinese authors are no exemption. Two really good Chinese ‘wolf’
novels are available in English translations. You could ask your school library to
stock them.

Shen Shi xi is one of China’s most famous children authors, he has written over 20
novels for young people, many of which have won prizes. Use the Wikipedia page
about Shen Shixi and your dictionary to answer the following questions:
1. What are the Chinese characters for Shen Shi xi’s name? What do the
characters for Shí and xī mean in English?
2. What is the Chinese name for the novel Jackal and Wolf in characters and
pinyin?
Here’s a video of two Year 10 students reviewing Jackal and Wolf. Watch from 6
minutes into the video for the discussion of this book. Does it make you want to read
it?
https://writingchinese.leeds.ac.uk/schools/school-bookclubs/bronze-and-sunflower/
As you will have gathered from this review, Shen’s books are certainly not ‘cute’
animal stories! Here’s a list of Shen’s books with short English summaries of the
story. Scroll through the list and click on individual covers to find out more about the
story. If you could choose one to read or even to translate, which would it be and
why?
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=shen+shixi&ref=nb_sb_noss_1
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Wolf Totem by Jiang Rong tells the story of a young man from the city who is sent to
live with Mongolian nomads and, despite their advice, tries to adopt and tame a baby
wolf. The book won an international prize for literature and was made into a film in
2015. Watch the trailer for the film and answer the following questions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIwWa-WkCak
1. In what year does the story start?
2. How long will the two students live in Mongolia and what is their job?
3. What is the young student’s final command to his wolf ‘pet’?

重返狼群

chóng fǎn láng qún

‘Return to the Wolves’ was another hugely popular movie in
China. A documentary, released in 2016, it traced the story
of a wolf cub saved by a wildlife artist and reared in a flat
in the city of Chengdu until it was old enough to be
returned to the wild. The movie is on YouTube and has
amazing footage of the cub growing up.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2WOo8jn7lI&t=404s
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Task 5: Sketch a Scary（可怕) Wolf
Here’s a 5-minute YouTube tutorial in Chinese explaining how to
draw a cartoon wolf. As you watch the video, listen out for words for
parts of the body, like tóu ‘head’ and jiǎo ‘foot’. You’ll also hear these
words quite a few times:

恐怖 kǒng bù ‘terrifying’

可怕

kě pà ‘scary’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EogmbM4Sx80&t=202s
Now follow the video to sketch your own wolf in the box below:

Task 6: She’s not afraid of wolves
你怕狼吗？Most people probably do!

In
this article you’ll listen and read about a young
woman who overcame her fear of wolves and
now works with them.
Click on the link below and take the following
steps to ensure that you get the most out of
the TCB learning platform.

Insert TCB link here: Young Girl Works Raising Wolves
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Tick each step as you complete it:

Tasks

✓

Listen to the audio without looking at the text. Jot
down in pinyin any words you recognize in the
scroll opposite.
Listen to the audio again while reading the text
Listen to it again while reading the text
Hover your mouse over the words you don’t
know, the website will give you the translation
Listen to it again while reading the text

Words I recognized

Click on the small green scholar’s hat at the top
left-hand corner of the picture. This will take you
to some matching and missing word exercises.
Do these exercises.
Choose five Chinese characters that are new to
you in this article. Click on each character. This
will take you to the Stroke Order and Writing Tool.
Use this to check and practice stroke order for
those characters.
Listen to the audio one more time without
reading the text. Enjoy how much better you
understand it now!

Task 7: Everyone loves a wolf story
Most cultures have wolves in their folk or fairy stories. Here’s one from the
European tradition of fairy stories that will be familiar to millions of children around
the world. The sentences are jumbled up, see if you can work out the correct order
(two have been done for you). Don’t worry if you don’t recognize every character,
just try to get the gist of each sentence from the words you do know. There’s also a
glossary to help you:
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Little Red Riding Hood

小红帽

xiǎo hóng mào

小红帽说“奶奶，你的眼睛真大！”
小红帽说“奶奶， 你的牙齿真大！”
穿过森林的时候， 碰到一只大灰狼， 她告诉大灰狼她奶奶
的家不远
大灰狼从床上跳起来，把小红帽吃掉了！

1

从前有一个戴红帽的女孩儿， 叫小红帽
樵夫从狼的肚子里救出了小红帽和她的奶奶。
大灰狼跑到奶奶家， 闯进去了，把奶奶吃了！
大灰狼说 “那是为了更清楚地听你的声音！”
大灰狼说 “那是为了更清楚地看你”
大灰狼说 “那是为了吃掉你！”
有一天她去看她的奶奶
碰巧一个樵夫正在森林里， 一看到大灰狼，他就把狼杀了
然后大灰狼穿上奶奶的衣服，藏在奶奶的床上
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小红帽进来了，对奶奶说“奶奶， 你的耳朵真大！”

Glossary

大灰狼

dà hūi láng The wolf in the Chinese version of the story is always

referred to as the ‘big grey wolf’

更
为了

gèng

‘the more, all the more’

wèi le

‘in order to’

把

bǎ

grammar particle that shifts the object ahead of the verb
in certain sentence patterns eg 把奶奶吃了‘ate up the
grandma’

碰巧
樵夫
救

pèng qiǎo

‘by chance, it happened that…’

qiáo fū

‘wood cutter’

jiù

‘to save’
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If you enjoyed that version, here’s a cute five-minute retelling of the story in Chinese
from YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=By5ql5a6Y40

Now it’s your turn…….
Have a go at writing the story of the Three Little Pigs and the Wolf in Chinese. Keep
it simple and use sentence patterns you are familiar with. Here are a few phrases to
help you. You could do a cartoon version if you enjoy drawing.

从前
用稻草建造它的房子

cóng qián ‘once upon a time’

木头
砖头

mù tou

‘wood’

zhuān tou

‘brick

yǒu dào cǎo jiàn zào tā de fáng zi
‘to build his house with straw’

吹啊,吹啊,把你的房子吹倒 chūi a, chūi a, ba nǐ de fáng zi chūi dǎo!
huff and puff and blow your house down!

烟囱

yān cōng

‘chimney’
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三只小猪

Task 8: British Wolves Visit China!
British football has a huge fan base in China. More and more players
travel to China to give these fans a chance of watching live matches.
Here’s a short video clip of a recent trip by Wolverhampton Wanderers
(the Wolves). Look out for any Chinese characters you might
recognize in the background. You might even recognize some words in
the background music.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMLM-fQgh0k
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Task 9: Reviewing this project
Which tasks in this project did you find most interesting and why? Which tasks were
the hardest? Which task did you not enjoy doing and why?
Complete the following three sentences IN CHINESE CHARACTERS. You’ll find
some useful vocabulary in the box below:

1. 我觉得最有意思的练习是

task number….

因为…………………………………………….
2. 我觉得最难的练习是

task number…

因为…………………………………………….
3. 我不喜欢 task number…
因为………………………………………..

task/exercise

练习

liàn xí

difficult

nán

interesting

难
有意思

boring

没意思

méi yì si

yǒu yì si
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Your Achievements
Congratulations on completing 1 MEP Project!
• You now know lots about the wolf in Chinese culture
• You’ve learnt more about radicals and measure words.
• You’ve found out about a hugely famous Chinese author of
children’s literature.
• You’ve can draw a cartoon wolf.
• And you’ve even managed to write a fairy tale in Chinese!

If your teacher signs
you off,
you will collect 1
Badge!
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